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Executive Summary

- Enbridge, which is proposing to expand its Line 3 pipeline through Minnesota, has a long track record of pipeline spills, both chronic small spills and large catastrophes.

- From 2002 to present, Enbridge and its joint ventures and subsidiaries reported 307 hazardous liquids incidents to federal regulators – one incident every 20 days on average. These spills released a total of 66,059 barrels (2.8 million gallons, or more than four Olympic-sized swimming pools) of hazardous liquids.

- Thirty Enbridge incidents were reported to contaminate water resources, including 17 which contaminated groundwater.

- This steady flow of oil spills puts Minnesota’s water, ecosystems, treaty rights, and communities at risk.

- The disastrous 2010 spill of 20,000 barrels (840,000 gallons) of tar sands into the Kalamazoo River in Michigan is Enbridge’s largest during this time period, and 42 other incidents were larger than 2,100 gallons (50 barrels).

- Line 3 was also the source of the largest inland oil spill in the U.S. on March 3, 1991 when 40,000 barrels (1,680,000 gallons) spilled in Grand Rapids, Minnesota.

- Incidents have been reported from both old and new pipelines and equipment. Data on the age and cause of failure for these incidents show that new pipelines are not free from harmful incidents. Given the long proposed lifetimes of these projects, new pipelines eventually turn into old ones.

- Alarmingly, 46 Enbridge spills were due to equipment or materials that were installed 10 years or less prior to the incident.

- In the state of Minnesota alone since 2002, seven pipeline operators (including Enbridge, Magellan and Koch Pipelines) have reported 132 hazardous liquids incidents, 17 of which were larger than 2,100 gallons (50 barrels).

- Citing environmental risks and other factors, the Minnesota Department of Commerce concluded that the Line 3 expansion is not in Minnesota’s interest, and that the existing pipeline should cease operations.

- The Line 3 expansion is starkly inconsistent with the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement.

- Ultimately, there is no failsafe method for transporting oil, therefore Minnesota should reject new and expanded oil pipelines and adopt ambitious transition policies to phase out the use of existing fossil fuel infrastructure.

Enbridge’s Line 3 expansion under construction near Hardisty, Alberta. Photo by © Amber Bracken / Greenpeace
Introduction

The Canadian company Enbridge operates a network of pipelines across many regions of the United States and Canada.¹ A crucial component of their network (called the “Mainline System”) transports crude oil and diluted bitumen (“dilbit”) from Alberta’s tar sands fields across North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan to refineries and other destinations in the midwest.² Enbridge is currently proposing to replace and expand one of these pipelines, known as Line 3, to increase the volume of oil it can carry from 390,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 760,000 bpd initially – and potentially to as much 915,000 barrels per day.³

The construction of the Line 3 expansion project would facilitate the further expansion of Alberta’s tar sands fields. Oil spills from tar sands pipelines put Indigenous Nations and communities along its path at risk. An Indigenous-led movement has drawn attention to the numerous risks of a new tar sands pipeline and has mobilized large numbers of people to oppose the project, to contest the regulatory process Enbridge needs to begin construction, and to confront the pipeline’s financers.⁴

The proposed Line 3 route crosses territories referenced in the 1855 treaty between the Anishinaabe (Ojibwe) and the U.S. government, where Anishinaabe rights to hunt, fish and gather were upheld by a 1999 Supreme Court decision.⁵ As the Indigenous-led organization Honor the Earth puts it:

“The proposed Line 3 corridor would violate the treaty rights of the Anishinaabeg by endangering primary areas of hunting, fishing, wild rice, and cultural resources in the 1855 treaty territory. [...] Line 3 threatens the culture, way of life, and physical survival of the Ojibwe people.” ⁶

The existing Line 3 pipeline runs for over 1,000 miles from Edmonton, Alberta to Superior, Wisconsin. The proposed expansion would deviate from the existing Line 3 route for a substantial section in Minnesota, requiring a new right of way, and would use the existing route for the rest of its length.⁷ Once fully expanded, Enbridge’s Mainline system would transport over 3 million barrels per day – a volume of oil equivalent to two Exxon Valdez tankers every day.⁸

Alberta’s tar sands are among the dirtiest and most carbon-intensive fuel sources on the planet, with total lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of more than 30% higher than standard crude oil.⁹ However, a lack of pipeline takeaway capacity has hampered investment and confidence in new extraction projects.¹⁰ The Line 3 expansion, along with the Trans Mountain Expansion Project and the Keystone XL pipeline, were proposed to rectify this situation for the oil companies, but the planet can no longer tolerate additional tar sands extraction. Carbon emissions from existing coal, oil, and natural gas projects are already sufficient to breach the goals outlined in the Paris Climate Agreement.¹¹ Given their high carbon lifecycle emissions and comparatively high breakeven prices, it is clear that expanded tar sands extraction is inconsistent with a healthy global climate.¹²

In June 2017, Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton affirmed the goals of the Paris Agreement, and joined the U.S. Climate Alliance vowing to “uphold the tenets of the Paris Climate Change Agreement in our state.”¹³

Minnesota is already experiencing impacts from a changing climate. Over the past century, Minnesota has gotten warmer and wetter, with more frequent heavy rains and less extreme low temperatures.¹⁴ Warmer winters could fuel the spread of pests, such as the eastern larch beetle, and negatively impact winter recreation and tourism.¹⁵ Summer of 2018 saw a cyanobacteria algal bloom that stretched for 50 miles through the waters of Lake Superior, driven by warmer waters and agricultural runoff.¹⁶ Future warming could bring worsening air quality, more flooding, and threats to agriculture.¹⁷ Even if a longer agricultural growing season could bring economic benefits to the state,¹⁸ by the end of the century “the Minnesota summer climate will generally resemble that of current-day Kansas.”¹⁹
Enbridge’s Line 3 expansion project carries many of the same financial and reputational risks as the Dakota Access Pipeline, both for the pipeline builder and its financial backers. In 2017, the Minnesota Department of Commerce found that “Enbridge has not established a need for the proposed project in Minnesota,” noting that demand for refined petroleum products would likely stay flat in Minnesota, and that midwestern refineries are already running close to capacity. The Commerce Department also concluded that, given the environmental and socioeconomic risks, “Minnesota would be better off if Enbridge proposed to cease operations of the existing Line 3, without any new pipeline being built.”

Despite the numerous compelling arguments against Line 3, the Minnesota Public Utility Commission has moved to grant Enbridge’s Certificate of Need, although as of this writing there remain several permits, including motions to reconsider, still to be granted before construction can begin.
Enbridge’s History of Oil Spills

Enbridge was founded in 1949 as the Interprovincial Pipe Line Company and built its first pipeline moving crude oil from Regina, Canada south across the border to Superior, Wisconsin. The company was renamed Enbridge in 1998, and in 2017 completed a merger with Spectra Energy, thereby creating the “largest energy infrastructure company in North America.” Enbridge operates over 17,000 miles of crude oil and liquids pipelines – around half of which is located in the U.S. – and has a stake in more than 193,000 miles of natural gas and natural gas liquids (NGL) pipelines.

Enbridge Inc. (ENB) is headquartered in Calgary, Alberta. Its current corporate structure includes a master limited partnership Enbridge Energy Partners L.P. (EEP), a limited liability company Enbridge Energy Management, L.L.C. (EEQ), a general partner Enbridge Energy Company, Inc. in addition to numerous subsidiaries. Three of these entities – ENB, EEP, and EEQ – are traded on the New York Stock Exchange, although recently announced plans could lead to a simplification of this corporate structure. Analysis of regulatory filings shows that Enbridge maintains over $20 billion in credit facilities and “will depend heavily on financing from major investment banks to complete the Line 3 project.”

PHMSA Data on Enbridge Pipeline Spills

Data from the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) shows that the U.S. portion of the pipeline network owned by Enbridge and its joint ventures and subsidiaries suffered 307 hazardous liquids incidents from 2002 to August 2018 – around one spill every 20 days on average. There is no comparable national data set in Canada or a consistent format for data collection or release. The National Energy Board regulates inter-provincial pipelines and provincial agencies regulate pipelines that don’t cross a provincial boundary.
This report maps these 307 incidents, spread across numerous U.S. states where Enbridge operates.

Of these 307 incidents, 291 were crude oil spills, 9 were refined petroleum product spills, and 7 were highly-volatile liquids (HVL). These incidents led to the release of 66,059 barrels (2.8 million gallons) of hazardous liquids, of which nearly all (66,041 barrels) were crude oil. Of this total, more than 20% (13,410 barrels) was never recovered. Figure 1 shows the timeline of these spills, broken out by the Enbridge corporate entity, joint venture, or subsidiary that reported them.

As can be seen from the figure, Enbridge and its subsidiaries have reported a significant number of incidents every year since 2002. The primary U.S. subsidiary, Enbridge Energy L.P. has reported 173 incidents since 2002, along with significant numbers of spills from Enbridge Pipelines Ozark (39) and the North Dakota Pipeline Company (30). CCPS Transportation, a subsidiary which operates the Spearhead Pipeline, has reported 18 incidents. For Express Holdings (which operates the Express Pipeline) and the Olympic Pipeline (operated by BP, but with a majority stake held by Enbridge from 2005-2017), we only include pipeline spills that occurred when Enbridge held an interest in the pipeline. (For full details on research methods, see Appendix A.)

Enbridge also holds a 27.6% interest in the Bakken Pipeline, which is comprised of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) and the Energy Transfer Crude Oil Pipeline (ETCO). This report does not include those spills, but they were discussed in depth in a recent report on the spill record of Energy Transfer Partners.30

Figure 1: Number of Pipeline Incidents, by year and corporate entity. Totals for 2018 include incidents from January through August.
Kalamazoo River Spill and Other Significant Incidents

Forty-three of Enbridge's spills are considered “significant,” meaning they resulted in more than 50 barrels (2,100 gallons) released. Much of Enbridge's crude oil spill total comes from one disastrous incident.

On July 26, 2010, Enbridge's Line 6B pipeline ruptured, spilling more than 20,000 barrels (840,000 gallons) of diluted bitumen into the Kalamazoo River near the town of Marshall, Michigan. The spill impacted hundreds of families and polluted two miles of Talmadge Creek and 36 miles of the Kalamazoo River, before being contained 80 miles from Lake Michigan. The spilled bitumen sunk to the bottom of the river triggering a years-long, billion dollar clean-up operation that required dredging the river bottom.

Cleaning up oil spills in water is an inherently difficult task. For typical oil spills into water only a fraction of the spilled oil can be recovered by deploying booms and skimmers, or via other methods. Dilbit spills pose an especially difficult clean-up challenge due to the properties of the oil.

A 2015 study by the National Academies identified unique problems associated with a dilbit spill. The dilbit mixture can separate rapidly after a spill, with the lighter volatile diluents evaporating and leaving behind the denser bitumen, which can sink in water. This complicates most oil spill response techniques designed to handle oil floating on the surface.

According to damage estimates prepared by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, in addition to impacts to water, wildlife, and the ecosystem, the 2010 Kalamazoo spill led to the loss of approximately 100,000 recreational user-days, impacting activities like fishing, boating, and shoreline and trail use.

A leaking pipeline spills about 840,000 gallons of oil into a creek leading to the Kalamazoo River. Photo by © Rebecca Cook / Greenpeace
In 2016, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) settled with Enbridge for $177 million in connection with the Kalamazoo River spill and another large crude oil spill near Romeoville, IL. The total represented $61 million in Clean Water Act fines, $110 million in spill prevention safeguards, and $5.4 million in recovered government costs. The settlement was the largest Clean Water Act fine for an inland oil spill in U.S. history – and second overall only to BP’s Deepwater Horizon disaster.

The fine comes on top of at least $1.2 billion in disclosed clean-up costs, which included “$551.6 million spent on response personnel and equipment, $227 million on environmental consultants and $429.4 million on professional, regulatory, and other costs.” Enbridge also spent nearly $1 billion reviewing the safety of its pipeline network and another $1.6 billion to replace the entire Line 6B pipeline.

Enbridge was fined again in 2018 for $1.8 million after failing to fully inspect one of its pipeline systems for vulnerabilities including cracks and corrosions, a condition of the 2016 agreement with the EPA following the Kalamazoo spill.

As catastrophic as the Kalamazoo River spill was, it’s not Enbridge’s worst disaster. Although not covered by the data considered in this report as the spill pre-dates 2002, the largest inland oil spill in the U.S. occurred on Enbridge’s Line 3 pipeline itself on March 3, 1991 near Grand Rapids, Minnesota. Over 40,000 barrels (1,680,000 gallons, roughly twice as much oil as spilled in Marshall, Michigan) of crude spilled from the pipeline, which took the company more than an hour to shut down. Some of the oil flowed into the Prairie River. The river was covered at that time by 18 inches of ice, which facilitated cleanup of the spill and fortuitously avoided significant harm to downstream drinking water resources.

Catastrophic oil spills like those in Marshall and Grand Rapids, pose a warning of the serious risks around expanded tar sands pipelines such as Line 3. But of course, these are not the only large spills that Enbridge’s system has suffered. Figure 2 shows the volume in barrels and location of the 18 largest spills reported by Enbridge and subsidiaries since 2002.

**Figure 2: Size and Location of the 18 largest Enbridge crude oil spills, 2002-present.**
Other significant Enbridge spills include:

- **In September 2010**, an underground pipeline near Romeoville, Illinois (a suburb of Chicago) leaked for four days, eventually releasing 7,538 barrels (317,000 gallons). According to the accident report, the spilled oil “migrated into nearby storm water and septic sewer systems, and reached both a local stormwater retention pond and water treatment plant.”

- **On July 4, 2002**, an Enbridge pipeline crossing an “open wetland area” near Cohasset, Minnesota and near the Mississippi River ruptured spilling around 6,000 barrels (252,000 gallons), causing “injury to natural resources.” Fearing that the oil could contaminate the nearby Mississippi River, authorities set a controlled burn that caused a smoke plume that extended for miles.

- **On February 2, 2007**, Enbridge work crews ruptured a pipeline leading to the release of 4,800 barrels (202,000 gallons) of crude into a construction pit near Exeland, Wisconsin. Regulators warned that the spill had seeped deep enough to potentially contaminate local groundwater.

- **On January 24, 2003**, 4,500 barrels (189,000 gallons) spilled from an Enbridge pipeline in Superior, Wisconsin. Much of the oil was recovered, but around 19,000 gallons spilled onto the ice-covered Nemadji River.

- **On January 8, 2010**, 3,748 barrels (157,000 gallons) spilled near Neche, North Dakota.

- **On November 28, 2007**, two Enbridge workers died in an explosion while making repairs to the Line 3 pipeline near Clearbrook, Minnesota. The accident report indicates that 325 barrels of crude oil were released and then ignited a blaze that took emergency responders 12 hours to extinguish. The incident led to a $2.4 million fine.

- **In May 2012**, two people were killed and three people were injured after a “two vehicle collision” with an Enbridge pipeline resulting in a 1,500 barrel (63,000 gallon) oil spill and a fire in New Lenox, Illinois.

- **On February 19, 2004**, Grand Rapids, Minnesota was again the site of an Enbridge spill. This time, maintenance workers found a slow leak of crude oil on the Line 2 pipeline, leading to the release of about 1,003 barrels (42,000 gallons) and affecting groundwater below the leak.

- **On July 27, 2012**, 1,729 barrels (73,000 gallons) spilled from Line 14 near Grand Marsh, Wisconsin. A local resident stated that the pipeline “blew like an oil well” and sprayed oil a distance of 1000 feet across a plot of grass used as pasture for livestock. This follows a similar 1,500 barrel (63,000 gallon) spill on the same line on January 1, 2007 in Atwood, Wisconsin. Both incidents were due to pipe seam failures dating from the line’s 1998 construction, a problem that had previous been identified by inspectors during the construction phase.
Impacts on Water, Wildlife, Economy
Since 2002, Enbridge spills have caused nearly $1 billion ($986,645,819 to be specific) in reported property damage,\textsuperscript{55} with the vast majority of that coming from the Kalamazoo River spill. However, 18 other spills led to reported property damages greater than $1 million, including the spills in Romeoville, Cohasset, and Exeland mentioned previously. Thirty Enbridge spills contaminated water resources, including 17 that contaminated groundwater, and 6 Enbridge spills were reported to impact wildlife. Figure 3 shows a timeline of Enbridge spills impacting water, soil, and wildlife resources, as well as spills that impacted “high-consequence areas” (HCAs).

High-consequence areas include areas with human populations, drinking water, ecological resources, or commercially navigable waterways. Pipeline operators must comply with additional safety regulations in these areas.\textsuperscript{56} In 2017, Enbridge and its subsidiaries collectively reported around 4,300 miles of pipelines traversing high-consequence areas in the U.S.\textsuperscript{57}

Violations
Enforcement records dating back to 2006 show that PHMSA has fined Enbridge and its subsidiaries around $6.6 million.\textsuperscript{58} A separate database of U.S. federal enforcement actions contains a total of 45 penalty records for Enbridge totalling over $248 million in fines since 2010. The majority of these (32) were violations of environmental regulations, but the total also includes workplace and other safety violations, including a $2.4 million fine due to the 2007 oil spill where two Enbridge employees lost their lives.\textsuperscript{59}

In January 2009, Enbridge settled a lawsuit brought by the state of Wisconsin for $1.1 million. The suit alleged numerous permit violations “resulting in impacts to wetlands and navigable waterways” in the course of its construction of the Alberta Clipper pipeline in 2007 and 2008.\textsuperscript{60}

Pipelines, Old and New
Serious concerns have been raised about the integrity of the aging Line 3 pipeline, noting widespread corrosion problems and inadequate pipeline coating and welding techniques.\textsuperscript{61} Enbridge’s nearby Line 5 pipeline has spilled over one million gallons in its 64-year history.\textsuperscript{62} Concerns about the existing Line 3 pipe were also echoed by the Minnesota PUC as a reason to move ahead with Enbridge’s replacement and expansion plan.\textsuperscript{63} It is undoubtedly true that aging pipelines pose serious risks, but new pipelines are not risk free, and given the long proposed lifetimes of these projects, new pipes eventually turn into old ones.

Enbridge provides data to PHMSA on the age of its pipeline network, reporting the number of miles of pipeline that were installed in each previous decade.\textsuperscript{64} PHMSA’s incident data also reports information on the cause of each incident and the “item involved in the accident,” meaning the pipes, welds, valves, tanks, or

---

**Figure 3:** Timeline of Enbridge spills impacting water, soil, wildlife or high-consequence areas. Totals for 2018 include incidents from January through August.
other equipment whose failure led to the spill. This data also includes the year that the item in question was installed. Figure 4 combines these data sets showing the mileage of Enbridge pipelines by decade installed and the installation decade for the “item involved” in Enbridge’s pipeline spills.

Enbridge’s U.S. pipeline network contains both new pipelines as well as a significant fraction of pipe installed in the 1950s and 60s. Of the 307 Enbridge incidents, 138 were attributed to equipment failure, 43 to corrosion failure, and 45 to material failure of a pipe or weld. Of the remainder, 37 were due to incorrect operation, 26 to natural force damage, and 18 to other causes including excavation damage.

Figure 4 also shows that Enbridge’s pipeline incidents are due both to recently installed equipment, as well as to older legacy equipment. This is true considering both Enbridge incidents from all causes (Figure 4, red line), and when excluding incidents due to “external” causes (black line, showing only incidents due to corrosion, equipment failure and material failure). In general, according to this data, spills due to recently installed equipment are more likely to be due to equipment failure, while spills due to corrosion failure are more likely to be older pipes.

Considering the difference between the year of the spill and the item installation year, we find that 73 Enbridge spills were due to equipment that was installed 10 years or fewer prior to the incident. Those 73 spills released a total of 9,676 barrels, and 12 of them were more than 50 barrels. Again, excluding spills with external causes, Enbridge reports 46 incidents due to equipment that was installed 10 years or fewer prior to the incident, releasing a total of 2,310 barrels.

Among all U.S. pipeline operators, there are a number of incidents where recently installed equipment failed resulting in very large spills. One notable recent spill is the November 16, 2017 incident on TransCanada’s Keystone 1 pipeline that spilled 9,726 barrels in Marshall County, South Dakota. A metallurgical analysis concluded the spill was caused by “a fatigue crack, likely originating from mechanical damage to the pipe exterior” when it was installed in 2008. Other relevant spills include a 2017 Enterprise spill of 1,015 barrels due to internal corrosion in a pipe installed in 2012, and a 2016 Sunoco spill of 8,600 barrels due to external corrosion in a pipe installed in 2015.

From 2007 to 2016, U.S. crude oil pipelines have averaged 0.001 significant incidents and 0.57 barrels spilled per year per mile of pipeline. Assuming that average would hold for the 1,031 mile Line 3 Expansion pipeline, we would expect the pipeline to average around one significant spill per year, or around 51 such spills over a nominal 50 year lifetime.

This analysis indicates that not only does Enbridge continue to have lingering issues with its old and aging pipeline network, as the company itself has identified, but that newly installed pipelines and equipment are still vulnerable to spills and safety concerns. Age of the pipeline cannot therefore be the only consideration when assessing pipeline safety. Enbridge was founded in 1949 as the Interprovincial Pipe Line Company and built its first pipeline moving crude oil from Regina, Canada south across the border to Superior, Wisconsin.

Figure 4: Miles of pipeline in Enbridge’s network by decade installed (blue bar graph, left axis) compared with decade of installation for the “item involved” in the 2010-present Enbridge incidents (red line graph, right axis). The lower line (black) also shows 2010-present Enbridge incidents, but only includes spills caused by corrosion, equipment failure or material failure.
Minnesota’s History of Oil Spills

While Enbridge has experienced numerous significant spills in recent years, they are not the only problematic pipeline operator in Minnesota. The cumulative impact of spills from pipelines and corresponding risks to water, communities, and commerce must be evaluated beyond the scope of a single company.

PHMSA Data on Minnesota Pipeline Spills

In the state of Minnesota, the PHMSA dataset finds 132 incidents from 2002 to present, of which 85 were crude oil spills, 37 were refined petroleum product spills, and 10 were HVL spills. These spills released a total of 25,879 barrels. Since 2002 in Minnesota there have been 17 significant spills over 50 barrels, and seven spills over 1,000 barrels:

- The Enbridge spills in Cohasset, MN and Grand Rapids, MN, described above.
- A 2006 spill by Koch Pipelines that released 3,200 barrels of crude oil in Little Falls, MN.
- A 2008 spill by Koch Pipelines that released 1,600 barrels of crude oil in Clearbrook, MN.
- A 2009 spill by Koch Pipelines that released 5,000 barrels of crude oil in Staples, MN.
- A 2011 spill by Enterprise Products Partners that released 4,544 barrels of HVL in Trimont, MN.
- A 2012 spill by Magellan Pipeline Company that released 1,477 barrels of refined product in Apple Valley, MN.

The companies which reported these 132 incidents are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Enbridge</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Magellan Pipeline</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Koch Pipeline Company</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Enterprise Products</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kinder Morgan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nustar Pipeline</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Marathon Pipeline</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Figure 5 shows, Minnesota experienced 3 spills in 2016, 4 in 2017, and three so far in 2018.

Figure 5: Number of Pipeline Incidents in Minnesota, by year and parent company. Totals for 2018 include incidents from January through August.
Impacts on Minnesota’s Water, Wildlife, Economy

Since 2002, Minnesota’s 132 spills caused $37,884,541 in damages, with 11 spills causing over $1 million in damages a piece. 20 spills contaminated water resources, of which 16 contaminated groundwater. One Enbridge spill was reported to have impacted wildlife.

The Environmental Impact Statement for Line 3 compiles a number of metrics to assess the threat to Minnesota’s water resources from continued and expanded tar sands oil shipments through the state. The Line 3 proposed route would require 227 surface water crossings, including 46 waters designated by the states for beneficial uses and water quality, and seven navigable river crossings. Minnesota’s natural wild rice fields, representing an “important social and cultural component for American Indian tribes and rural Minnesota communities” could be threatened by a pipeline spill.

In Minnesota, the project would cross 25,765 acres of high vulnerability water table aquifers, 26,382 acres of high groundwater contamination susceptibility, and 16,299 acres of high pollution sensitivity. The EIS identifies 618 domestic wells within 2,500 feet of the proposed pipeline route, and 146 domestic wells within a 10-mile-long region of interest downstream from water crossings. Wellhead protection areas covering 189.7 acres were found within 2,500 feet of the route, and areas covering 130 acres within the 10-mile-long downstream region. Twenty public water supply wells were found within 2,500 feet of the pipeline.

Despite these risks, federally-approved oil spill response plans are not typically fully available to the public, and the public should have access to more information regarding spill response capabilities in vulnerable regions along the path, including the Duluth-Superior harbor, various river crossings, and the Mississippi River headwaters. A separate lawsuit alleges that the U.S. Coast Guard contingency plan for Northern Michigan does not adequately prepare for clean-up of a worst case discharge into the Great Lakes. Concerns were also raised in the EIS about pinhole leaks that would not immediately trigger Enbridge’s leak detection systems, but would release large volumes of oil over time.

It is worth noting that many of the considered alternatives to the Line 3 expansion considered in the EIS scored even worse on water protection metrics. This illustrates that the best way to protect the waters of Minnesota is to reduce oil consumption and rapidly transition toward clean energy.

Figure 6: Timeline of Minnesota spills impacting water, soil, wildlife or high-consequence areas. Totals for 2018 include incidents from January through August.
Pipelines in a 1.5°C World

The expanded Line 3 pipeline would transport large volumes of crude oil and tar sands for decades to come, and the carbon emissions from extracting, processing, transporting, and burning that oil would contribute to global climate change at a time when we need to rapidly reduce emissions. An analysis of the social cost of carbon due to emissions from Line 3 oil over the next 60 years found a range of social costs from $330 billion to over $1 trillion. Those costs will be paid through lost agricultural productivity, impacts to human health, sea-level rise and increased flood risk, among other costs.86

Existing global fossil fuel resources are more than enough to drive global warming past safe levels. In particular, the established goal of limiting warming to 1.5°C (as detailed in the recent IPCC Special Report87 and as referenced in the Paris Climate Agreement) provides significant constraints on how much and which resources can be burned. This temperature limit implies a “carbon budget” – a limit on the total amount of carbon that can be emitted to the atmosphere.88 Translating this global constraint to the level of individual extraction projects is a complex interaction between financial forces and global and local politics. However, in the case of new tar sands pipelines, the conclusion is clear.

A series of reports by the Carbon Tracker Initiative (CTI) has analyzed the carbon budget in terms of a “breakeven price” for various fossil fuel extraction projects. CTI’s assumption is that, all else being equal, we will choose to develop the cheapest and most economic fossil fuel resources consistent with our carbon budget, and leave the most expensive resources in the ground. Using project-level data, CTI ranks all fossil fuel projects by increasing breakeven price and carbon content, and excludes projects above cutoff prices associated with various carbon budget limits.89
Using this methodology, CTI concludes that “no investment in new greenfield oil sands projects is required before 2025” in either the International Energy Agency (IEA) Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS, roughly consistent with 2°C of warming) or its Beyond Two Degrees Scenario (B2DS). We note that neither the SDS or B2DS scenario are truly “Paris compliant” since neither limit warming to 1.5°C with a high level of probability, and both rely heavily on unproven technologies such as carbon capture and sequestration (CCS). The recently published Low Energy Demand (LED) scenario shows that a true 1.5°C scenario with no CCS will require even steeper reductions in oil demand (see Figure 7).

Despite the weaknesses of the IEA’s scenarios, the CTI finding places a strong constraint on new tar sands extraction; projects that are not consistent with SDS or B2DS will also not be required under a truly Paris compliant scenario.

A report by Oil Change International provides a different metric for dividing up the global carbon budget. That report finds that the carbon reserves in currently operating oil and gas fields are themselves sufficient to increase warming beyond 1.5°C, and currently operating coal, oil and gas projects would push warming beyond 2°C. The report notes that “least-cost” strategies (such as CTI’s analyses) for identifying which extraction projects should be prohibited may not fully account for political realities, and instead calls for “no new fossil fuel extraction or transportation infrastructure” irrespective of breakeven price.

According to either methodology, the conclusion is the same: the tar sands cannot expand further if we are to have a chance at a safe climate. Yet proposed tar sands pipelines could well be the catalyst for further extraction. Existing tar sands projects have saturated existing pipeline capacity, and for a range of oil prices, the construction of new pipeline takeaway capacity would be the factor that makes those new extraction projects economic. As a result, new tar sands pipelines such as Line 3, Trans Mountain or Keystone XL are clearly inconsistent with the Paris Climate goals and the 1.5°C target.

Global and regional energy model scenarios also provide useful information about how rapidly fossil fuel use needs to ramp down consistent with climate goals. Figure 7 shows total primary energy demand from oil for a number of different energy models; a common feature among models limiting warming to 2°C or 1.5°C is that global oil demand peaks soon and is followed by a rapid decline toward the second half of the century – spanning the economic lifetime of new energy infrastructure.
oil pipelines. This basic pattern is reflected in projected U.S. oil demand as well. Figure 8 shows IEA’s estimates for total primary energy from oil for the United States out to the year 2040 in four scenarios, breaking out oil use by final sector (transport, buildings, industry, and other) for two of the models. The IEA finds that most of the reductions in oil demand in the SDS model come in the transport sector. The Minnesota Department of Commerce found that Minnesota’s demand for refined petroleum products was “unlikely to increase in the long term,” which is broadly consistent with IEA’s Current Policies (CPS) and New Policies Scenarios (NPS), but climate safe scenarios will require strong reductions. IEA’s strongest, but still inadequate, scenario (B2DS) requires a ~60% reduction in U.S. oil demand from 2016 levels by the year 2040.

Meeting these reductions in oil demand will require profound changes in global energy trends, investment, infrastructure, and political culture. But investing in new pipeline infrastructure now will make it harder to meet those goals in the near future. Pipelines incur large upfront construction costs with an eye towards recouping those costs and making a profit over the long (50-60 year) lifetime of the pipe. This dynamic increases the risk that investing in pipelines now could “lock-in” extraction and high levels of emissions far into the future.

Figure 8: Total primary energy from oil for the United States, for four IEA scenarios: Current Policies (CPS, red line), New Policies (NPS, yellow), Sustainable Development (SDS, green), and Beyond Two Degrees (B2DS, blue). For CPS and SDS, we show final oil use by sector (transport, buildings, industry, and other) for years 2016, 2025, 2030, and 2040.
Conclusions

There is a false narrative that the only way to protect Minnesotans from a pipeline spill is to replace the existing Line 3 with a new pipeline. The evidence shows that while old pipelines are indeed risky, new pipelines also spill. Allowing Enbridge to expand Line 3 across Minnesota would inevitably lead to spills and greater carbon emissions, putting Minnesotans at risk.

There is no failsafe method to transport oil and the planet can no longer afford to recklessly expand fossil fuel infrastructure with no regard for the long-term, cumulative impacts to water, communities, commerce, the environment, and our shared climate. The truth is that there is no room for Enbridge’s expanded Line 3 pipeline in a Paris-compliant world, and indeed, increasing momentum toward electric vehicles and other clean transportation options could lead oil demand to peak and fall sooner than oil companies would like.

The time is ripe for real climate leadership to show the way forward. No new fossil fuel infrastructure should be permitted and an ambitious plans must be developed to phase out risky, existing infrastructure and secure a just transition for all.

Trucks operating at tar sands mine near Fort McMurray, Alberta. Photo by © Jiri Rezac / Greenpeace
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